Television, film and multimedia have important roles to play in learning outcomes across the curriculum. The ACTF programs featured above can be used in multiple education settings to support the teaching of English, Arts (film/media studies), Science, Technology, Indigenous education, Environment, HPE (personal development) and Values education.

Each ACTF production is supported with teaching resources; either freely available online through the Learning Centre or on DVD ROM, purchased with the production.

Visit the ACTF online catalogue at www.actf.com.au for the latest programs, teaching resources, lesson plans, teaching kits, CD and DVD materials.
COME ALONG AND FIND OUT WHO MAKES IT ONTO THE BIG SCREEN THIS YEAR…AT THE 2009 EnhanceTVATOM AWARDS GALA PRESENTATION!

The EnhanceTVATOM Awards celebrate and recognise excellence and achievements in media … and put winners’ names up in lights and their work on the big screen!

Awards will be presented at the 2009 EnhanceTVATOM Awards Gala Presentation:

DATE
Friday 23rd October, 2009

TIME
7.45pm for an 8.00pm start

VENUE
The Plaza Ballroom, Regent Theatre
Collins Street, Melbourne

COST
Adult $75 + GST
Junior (under 15) $35 + GST

TO BOOK: www.ticketek.com.au or 1300 795 012
For more information, visit www.atomawards.org

PLEASE NOTE: Seating is general admission, theatre style. Light refreshments will be served after the evening’s proceedings.
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Australian and New Zealand Cinema

8  Shortcuts  TINA KAUFMAN
10  A Matter of Trust: Last Ride  CARLY MILLAR
14  ‘Letting Things Breathe’: Glendyn Ivin, Hugo Weaving and Tom Russell on Last Ride  TOM REDWOOD
18  Tests of Endurance: Love, Faith and Family in My Year Without Sex  ANNA ZAGALA
24  Swimming with Sharks: A Conversation with Sarah Watt  DAVE HOSKIN
30  A Matter of Interpretation: Disgrace  BRIAN MCFARLANE
36  The Birth of a Nation: Living on the Land in Lucky Country  BRUCE ISAACS
42  Telling the Truth: Robert Connolly on Making Balibo  OHTA LOEBENSTEIN
46  Heavy Wings: Speaking with Rowan Woods  BRUCE ANDREWS
52  Unfulfilled Desires: The Smart Genre Cinema of Lake Mungo  RUJIRI DAVIDSON
54  Teens, Screams and Acolytes  ALEXANDRA HELLER-NICHOLAS
58  Short Films, Short Stories: An Overview of the St Kilda Film Festival 2009  RUJIRI DAVIDSON

Focus on Asia and the Middle East

62  Out of Step with the Steppe: Tulpan  MIKE WALSH
66  Time Enough for Life and Long Takes: Sergey Dvortsevoy, Director of Tulpan  JAMES BROWN
72  Samira Makhmalbaf's Darkness and Light: At Five in the Afternoon  JULIE CLARKE

Documentary

76  Eyes on the World: Australian Documentary at the 2009 Sydney Film Festival  MARYELLA HATFIELD
82  A Fine Balance: Making Hula Girls for International Television  TREVOR GRAHAM
88  Beneath the Bonnet: Eric Bana’s Love the Beast  BRUCE ANDREWS

Special Feature: Beyond the Cringe: Ozploitation and Australian Paracinema

90  Tarantino’s Two Thumbs Up: Ozploitation and the Reframing of the Aussie Genre Film  DEBORAH THOMAS
96  ‘Good Taste is the Enemy of Art’: An Interview with Philippe Mora  MARTYN PEELER
100  Bloodshed Down Under: Mad Dog Morgan and The Proposition  JACK SARGENT

NFSA’s Atlab/Kodak Cinema Collection

104  Introduction  BRIAN MCFARLANE
104  Money Movers  GEOFF MAYER

TV and Media

116  A Fresh View: The Campaign for an Australian Children’s Television Channel  JENNY BUCKLAND
124  Dodging the Fantasy Police: Secret Diary of a Call Girl  DAVE HOSKIN
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Industry Perspectives

130 Where are We Now?: The Australian Film Industry in Mid 2009
ANTONY T. GINNANE
134 Film Festivals: Looking Forward
TINA KAUFMAN

Film and Media Studies in Australia

138 Through the Lens – Interviews from the Australian Film Theory and Criticism Project: Brian Shoesmith
NOEL KING

Sound and Music

144 De Heer De Sound: Jim Currie on Designing Sound for Rolf de Heer
BRUNO STARRS
150 Sounding Sentimental: Music for Silent Film and Composing for The Sentimental Bloke
JEANNETTE DELAMOIR
158 Hearing Screen Animation: REBECCA COYLE

Critical Views

164 Another Country: The World of Samson and Delilah
PHILIP BATTY
170 The Baader Meinhof Complex: Reflections on an Unreflective Film
URSULA AND CHRISTIAN GRAWE

Regular Features

178 tv eye
184 screen adaptations
188 book reviews

Film Victoria has a range of programs to support emerging and professional writers:

- New Feature Writers
- Television Drama Script Development
- Feature Film Script Development
- Documentary Development

Find out more about these programs:
Visit www.film.vic.gov.au
Email contact@film.vic.gov.au
Call 03 96603200

Provide your students with professional-grade video and film editing software.
avid-australia.com.au
In EnhanceTV’s new online Community, educators discuss which programs they recommend, share lesson plans and links, to help everyone make better decisions in choosing AV resources for students. We invite you to join us and discover the possibilities that networking with other educators and filmmakers brings.

EnhanceTV helps you teach with TV: 6000+ hours of educational TV programs, over 500 free study guides and articles, and a weekly emailed educational TV guide.

Sign up now – it’s FREE!
Guess who’s coming to Nova?
Sarah Watt • Warwick Thornton • Ted Kotcheff • Glendyn Ivin • Matt Day
Wim Wenders • Anthony Lucas • Michel Gondry • Jason Schwartzman
Anton Corbin • Spike Jonze • Katherine Keener • Adam Elliot
Errol Morris • Wendy Hughes • John L Simpson • Jack Thompson
Guillermo Del Toro • Rian Johnson • Edgerton brothers • Philippe Petit
Elsa Zylberstein • Sue Maslin • Eric Bana • Dylan Moran • Viggo Mortensen
Cinema Nova plays host to the cream of local and international talent. To ensure you are first to discover who’s visiting next, subscribe to our eNewsletter at -
www.cinemanova.com.au

NOW SHOWING

JOHN MALKOVICH
DISGRACE

A father and his estranged daughter are brought together by crisis in Steve Jacobs’ riveting drama.

Based on the novel by J.M. Coetzee.

NOW SHOWING

AUDREY TAUTOU AS COCO AVANT CHANEL

One of the most influential designers of the modern era, this is the story of the early life of Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel.

NOW SHOWING

GARY DONALD CHIPS JACK
BOND PLEASANCE RAFFET THOMPSON

WAKE IN FRIGHT

The fully-restored Australian classic directed by Ted Kotcheff

COMMENCES JULY 2

EVERY LITTLE STEP

The journey of the Broadway revival of A Chorus Line as well as the musical’s amazing inception is captured in James D. Stern and Adam Del Deo’s documentary.

COMMENCES JULY 2

HUGO WEAVING
LAST RIDE

“Nothing short of stunning... Weaving is at his best”

Filmink

COMMENCES JULY 8

brüno

Starring as openly-Gay Austrian fashionista/supermodel/TV show host Brüno, Sacha Baron Cohen descends upon the unsuspecting for a riotous new comedy.